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Delivering and Serving Hope
Blair Goldstein
Introduction The Issue At Hand My Experience
History and Purpose of Site
When I asked Erick Ochoa, one of the co-leaders of DASH, about the history and purpose 
of the site, he explained that to the best of his knowledge, the organization was started a few 
years ago with a common goal in mind for all those involved. The purpose was to raise 
awareness of the hunger and poverty issue through directly connecting UNLV students to 
those who are experiencing homelessness. By getting directly involved in ways of making, 
packing, and delivering peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, it gives students an opportunity 
to lend a helping hand in a way that is easy and accessible to all those who wish to 
volunteer.
Community Service Paradigm
I conducted my 3 hours per month by going to various DASH meetings. We met on the first 
floor of the student union and once everyone had arrived, we were given the opportunity to 
hear the stories of the leaders of this organization and allow them to explain the difference 
that this service makes to our community. After they explained what it is that we will be 
doing, we all partnered up in pairs and went to the sandwich station. I was responsible for 
spreading the jelly, and my partner did the peanut butter. We continued this process and 
when we eventually ran out of bread, we wrapped and packaged all the completed 
sandwiches, and sent it to the next station, who were responsible for putting fruit, chips, and 
a water bottle in each completed lunch bag. Once the three hours were over, the next group 
would deliver the completed lunches to a nearby homeless shelter and pass them out to each 
person.
Social Issue Addressed
When I asked Erick to explain what social issue specifically is being 
addressed, he responded by discussing the rapidly increasing growth 
of homelessness, particularly in the Las Vegas area. This issue has 
always been around and it arises due to increased costs of living that 
occur over time. He goes on to say that while this organization cannot 
simply fix the homeless epidemic, we can provide a form of relief 
with our sandwiches, so that way they at least will not have to worry 
about where their next meal will be coming from. Even small things 
like this can completely change someone’s perspective, so this 
organization works to make a hard life a little easier for those who 
need it.
Current and Ideal State of Social Issue
The current state of homelessness only continues to be a drastic issue 
to the community. When I asked Mr. Ochoa what the ideal state would 
be if the social issue at hand were to be solved, and what the world 
would look like if done so, he responded by saying, ideally starvation 
would be a thing of the past. He explained that no person should have 
to worry about where their next meal is coming from and the 
organization works in order to fix starvation among the homeless one 
meal at a time. He goes on to say that if the goals of this organization 
were met and the issue of starvation was fixed, the world would be a 
much more comforting place with far less stress and worry for those 
who are less fortunate.
Service Site Approach to Issue
I followed that up by then asking Mr. Ochoa how this service site 
could do more to approach this issue. He explains that what would 
really help the cause is to get programs like DASH on a broader scale. 
If more schools, programs, or activity centers got involved with this 
organization and opened up the opportunity to a whole new group of 
young minds, that would most certainly make a difference as far as 
spreading awareness of the social issue. The more communities that 
get involved, the greater the impact it will make. Ultimately, he 
explained that the key to achieving this ideal state is to expand DASH 
to not just the UNLV campus, but campuses around the country.
My Approach to Issue
Upon learning about this organization and its goals directed towards the 
homeless epidemic, I knew that I wanted to be involved in this form of 
service learning. By engaging myself in DASH, I developed a sense of 
passion towards resolving the issue at hand to the best of my ability. I 
made sure to contribute in whichever way possible and was happy to help 
when needed. I also made sure to do research to better understand the 
cause. As it turns out, Nevada comes in with the ninth-highest homeless 
rate, having around 252 homeless people per 100,000 total residents. 
With statistics like that, I knew every bit I could do would certainly help 
the cause.
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Service to Community
From my experience at this site so far, I 
could see how passionate the leaders of 
this organization are. When the site 
coordinator explained the goal of 
eliminating starvation among the 
homeless, I can tell his was genuine 
about the mission of DASH. It is clear 
that Mr. Ochoa has spent a lot of time 
thinking about the issue and has put 
plenty of thought about the way he 
wants to address it. He wants to bring 
awareness to those who are not familiar 
with the program and urge them to 
contribute to the cause. His work has 
certainly made a difference and 
throughout the interview, I could 
definitely sense his drive and 
commitment to make the most of his 
time with DASH.
Semester Reflection
From my experience at this site, I observed the 
way each volunteer worked and thought about 
the impact that each job gave to completing the 
lunch making process. I thought about what 
Erick had to say and it was clear to see that the 
mission of the organization was being fulfilled. 
Students were actively engaged and seemed to 
work with a purpose. Many were smiling and 
laughing, and it seemed like overall they were 
having a fun time. I would say that the goals of 
the organization were met because not only did 
students connect with their fellow peers, but 
they also connected to those less fortunate.
Expectations
Through volunteering, I learned how easy 
it was to make a difference in the 
community. It does not take much; just 
some time and effort can really have a 
lasting impact. I can expect others to feel 
the same way as I have through 
volunteering with programs such as 
DASH and see for themselves the joy that 
can come from giving back. When others 
think of giving, money and material 
possessions usually come to mind, but 
many do not realize that giving time is 
just as valuable. I hope through my 
experience that others will follow my 
lead in an effort to positively contribute 
to our community. 
Differences in My Own Views
This experience for me was honestly quite 
enjoyable. Not only did it give me an 
opportunity to contribute to my community, but 
it allowed me to do something that I have grown 
to appreciate and cherish. I was able to meet 
many new people and hear various stories of 
those who did not have the same opportunities in 
life that I have had. I can confidently say that I 
continue to learn more with each meeting with 
DASH and each experience grows more 
enjoyable than the last.
Differences I Made for the Site
During these hours, I had the privilege of 
serving my community by engaging myself in 
the sandwich making process. By 
volunteering my time, the organization had an 
extra set of hands to contribute and therefore 
were able to have more sandwiches made in a 
shorter amount of time. Although I am just 
one person, I feel like I have made an impact 
because not only am I more aware of the issue 
at hand, but I now know how I can make a 
difference and change a life for the better. The 
amount of sandwiches I made were enough to 
feed quite a few mouths, and it is such a great 
feeling to know that the contribution of just a 
few hours of my time could make a difference 
in the lives of so many others.
Personal/Professional Learning
Although this experience was quick and hands-on, I 
felt like I learned a lot throughout. Specifically, I 
feel like it allowed me to develop skills that I will 
use eventually in a professional setting. Since my 
future career involves me working directly with 
others, I felt like my service learning allowed me to 
engage in my people skills, since I had to interact in 
order to get the job done properly. With that also 
came teamwork, which is very effective in a 
workplace setting as well. DASH allowed us to all 
work together to achieve a common goal. We 
helped each other in whichever way we could, 
asked questions whenever we were confused, and 
ultimately made a difference as a team.
Future Change, Efforts, and Outcomes
The issue of homelessness is a very complex one, 
being that it is one that could never completely be 
resolved. Even with that being said, there is still so 
much that we can do as a society to provide aid and 
relief to an epidemic that is continuously growing. 
By spreading awareness of the severity of poverty 
in our local areas, we are constantly accumulating 
more and more volunteers that are looking to make 
a difference. My involvement has been an 
educational experience and opened my eyes to what 
is going on around me. DASH works to affect 
others in similar ways, and in turn, benefit our 
community as a whole.
